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I , Utah and San Diego's "Exposition Beautiful" &.
eyes of the whole of Western America

TUB bo turned, on New- Year's day, towards
H San Diego, where, with the chiming of the
M midnight bolls ushering in 1915, the lights of the
fl most unique exposition ever constructed will be
M turned on to a full illumination.

H The flash of electricity that perfects the 11- -

m lumination will be produced by the pressure of
H the finger of the nation's chief executive at the
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H White House. This same flash will start the ma- -

H chinery in motion and "San Diego's Exposition
H Beautiful" will become a glittering, beauteous
H reality, to exist for 365 days.

H Utah is particularly interested in San Diego's

H unique and beautiful exposition through the fact
H that one of the strong features in the develop- -

H ment section is the magnificent building which

H ls'T3Pv - , " T :"" "wns-"!r-
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H THE ORANGE GROVE IN FULL BEARING

j Utah has erected and in which is being installed
B an exhibit of the state's resources, which will tell
H the story of the wonderful progress and magni-

fies cent posbibilities which Utah is now to

fl the homeseeker and Utah will take a

h prominent part in the official ceremonies of the
B exposition's opening, which occur on New Year's

H day, and Governor William Spry will be one of

H the chief officials who will assist California's
H t governor in making the exposition's initial day

H one of historic significance.

HI A large contingent of Utahns will accompany
H! the governor and his personal escort to San
HI Diego, and the opening function at Utah's build-H- j

ing will be second only to the official opening of
m the exposition itself.

That San Diego has exceeded all expectations
in the constructing and assembling of its exposi-

tion is a fact granted by every one who has had
the opportunity to see the wonderful work which
has been done at this city in the southwest corner
of our country. Only in this American Riviera
would it have been possible to build up the mag-

nificent picture which the exposition will present

H THE BOTANICAL BUILDING LILY POND

offering
investor.

in the foreground of which Utah has a most
prominent position.

The exposition was to be completed on New
Year's day. One month in advance of that date
the director of works informed the exposition
management that his share of the work was en-

tirely completed, in addition to which he had su-

pervised the construction of several state build-

ings and many of the private exhibits and con-

cessions. The work still to be done, with the
exception of the Nevada building, is small, and it
seems certain that everything will be entirely
complete for the opening celebra'tion on New
Year's eve.

The large structure where Utah's exhibit is
housed, occupies one of the most striking sites
on the lower plateau, commanding a full view
of the main exposition buildings, the other state
structures and the panorama down to the sea. In
all cases the effort has been to so place these
buildings that they will command not only an in-

teresting nearby view, but also an imposing pan-

orama of the other structures and the broad
landscape where the Exposition Beautiful is built.

The California building will not be devoted to
a display of the state resources as is the case
with the other state structures. Instead, it will
house tho permanent museum of ancient life on
the western continent and the display of re-

sources is left to the individual county groups
These exhibits are divided among the buildings
erected by Kern, Tulare, Alameda and Santa
Clara counties and the groups comprising the San
Joaquin valley, the Sacramento valley and the
southern counties. The exhibit materials are also
moving swiftly into the main buildings along El
Prado and tho amusement concessions on the
isthmus continue to take shape rapidly. One of
the new concessions is the streets of Japan, be-

ing installed by the same group of Japanese who
have built the tea pavilion adjoining tho botanical
gardens and the imposing exhibits of Japanese
arts and crafts in the foreign and domestic arts
building. This is the largest of the foreign ex-

hibits, j

In addition to Utah, the buildings of New

ico, Washington, Montana and Kansas have
complete for some time ,and the installat)
exhibits in them is now well advanced, wit
carloads coming each day, supplementing
heavy collection of exhibit material alrea
hand.

The start of construction on the build
the state of Nevada marks the last lap li

erection of buildings for the different w
commonwealths. The representation of Iv

will not stand with the other buildings c

lower plateau bordering a Via de los Ee

but will occupy a wide frontage on the Al
in the heart of the outdoor exhibits. The )

for this is that the gardening scheme 01

lower plateau had been thoroughly starte
the erection of the Nevada building at the
nal site would have necessitated a coi
change in the landscape architecture.

The entire exposition is a gay riot of
already with the more striking colors, thos
tributed by the semitropical foliage of Soi

California, where there is never cold in wint
heat in summer. The surface of the

and the surrounding canyons, which a few
ago were barren wastes, today are aglow wi

brilliant crimsons and golds of the blc
shrubs set in the thick green of palm and cj
of eucalyptus and acacia and the other
monarchs of California tree life. There i

quent use of water in the Laguna Cabrill
Laguna de las Flores and the small laguni
and about the Spanish buildings and the foil
the surface of these waters constitute add
beauty points.

The perfect Spanish atmosphere whic
rounds the mission and cathedral and
structures that make up the exposition Is
further by the costuming of the Balboa guo

military Spanish uniforms and the Spani

tendants as caballeros and conquistadore
iriars and dancing girls. Several of the .

ants have trained two thousand pigeons
Plaza-- de Panama so that they flutter dowi
the mission bells and domes and campanil'
eat from the shoulders and hands of the v

Even the gold fish In the pools have been
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